Mobile Data Policy
Flexible management of employee mobile usage risks. Be confident in the way your corporate devices are
used. Enforce acceptable use, eliminate shadow IT, prevent excessive data usage and educate end-users on
their usage.
Mobile devices give employees a world of freedom to access any site, anywhere, at any time. That might also mean accessing the wrong
sites, in the wrong place and at the wrong time. Addressing this, and ensuring corporate data isn’t compromised, is a major challenge
in mobility. Wandera solves this by using a multi-level security architecture that applies policy at the cloud level, prevents attacks at the
network level and detects threats at the endpoint.
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Acceptable use

Shadow IT

Set intelligent rules about which behaviours and sites are
considered acceptable with the power to enforce them, Wandera
helps you ensure usage is compliant, and reduces legal exposure
from illegal or unacceptable use.

Enforce your policy such that only sanctioned tools are used for
company business, providing you with full confidence on where
your data is stored and ensuring compliance with GDPR and
other regulations for specific industries.

Excessive data usage
Set intelligent rules for data usage (including streaming and roaming), and ensure that usage is appropriate, while avoiding
unexpected overages.

Capping and alerts

Data savings

Create custom caps when certain data
usage thresholds are reached. Set
fully customizable real-time alerts and
notifications to all users and admins in
your organization.

Reduce growing data consumption in
a more user-friendly way. Cut usage
by more than 10% by blocking pop-up
adverts and banners, and compressing
data, without degrading productivity or
performance.

Roaming
Overseas work is common among most
organizations, but it can lead to costly
roaming fees. Create and enforce policies
that manage usage, based on location.

“Wandera is really protecting us from some of the risks that quite frankly we thought
we were immune to.”
Naresh Samlal, AVP, IT Support, VITAS Healthcare
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End-user and admin insights
Our admin portal, RADAR, gives you insight into your mobile usage and brings real-time analytics to your organization - enabling you to
make meaningful changes to your policies based on the trends you identify.
Easily educate users not only on security threats, but also on their usage. Insights into their own data usage, data alerts and notifications
on behavior such as excessive tethering are all available in the end-user app.

Define and limit non-business use
Restrict access to entire categories, such as gambling, or for specific domains, meaning you can define and limit non-business usage
on your own terms.
You’ll be able to categorize internet activity, control roaming and tethering on the endpoint, and see what apps are installed - as well as
how much data is used, while staying fully GDPR compliant.

Fully customizable
Create policies that apply to different groups in different circumstances, and switch devices from one setting to another with ease. You
can even apply policy for different device types or geographies.

Global enterprises protected by Wandera
Trusted by the most security conscious enterprises.

Industry leading
Gartner Market Guide on
Mobile Threat Defense

IDC Worldwide Mobile Threat
Management Security Software

> Full checkmarks across all threat capabilities

> Recognized as a leader

> Largest number of UEM and SIEM integrations

> Highest rating in customer satisfaction

> Identified as only multi-level provider

> Recognized for in-network capabilities
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Wandera is a leading mobile security company, providing multi-level protection against cyber threats for users, endpoints, and
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